Hey, hey, we made it to another Friday. Still in level 2, but things look to be on the
up and up with numbers of gatherings increased, so looking good to get back into
tournament and functions.
You can sit in a group of up to 10 in the Club house (the large tables usually have
8 chairs around them) so that's a step, but you still need to observe that social
distancing when around another group. Thanks for being so co-operative with this,
it certainly makes things easier.
The contact tracing is still important, and remember if you have made on on-line
tee booking or printed a card, this covers this, so you don't need to sign in when
you come into the building. Sanitising and washing your hands is still important, so
keep up the good work.
Welcome to some new and some returning members over the last couple of weeks. Good
to have you on board, and I'm sure all members will make you welcome. So welcome Bent
Jones, Liam Jones, Simon Wren and Gary Miller.
When you think about it, golf is the perfect social distancing sport, you keep your
distance and the only physical contact is at the end of the round, and I know you are all
elbow or ankle tapping instead of shaking hands.

HELLO WORLD SOCIAL DAY
HelloWorld Social Days are back and they have been re-vamped to allow for changes in
the travel world at the moment.
The first of these this season is on Sunday June 7th, the start sheet is up downstairs so get
your name in.
This year the Overall prize is TRAVEL VOUCHERS TO THE VALUE OF $1000 - you
choose where you want to go.
Tournament prizes have been increased also in each division, starting at $50 for first prize.
For anyone who doesn't know how HelloWorld tournaments work, at each social day the
winners of the 3 divisions and 5 random selections go into the draw for the final day, when
the draw is done for the overall prize. (You have to play in the final day to qualify for the
draw) So the more times you enter, the better your chance of getting into the final day and
the prize is decided by the process of elimation. That in itself is lots of fun.

As always we are grateful to Donella and her team at HelloWorld for their continued
support of our Club with these tournaments.

I'm getting back into doing the Beacon results each week, so here are the results from
competitions held since Wednesday.

Thursday Men's is being run as a Pro-Shop haggle at the moment, but watch for when
this changes back to the usual format.
LADIES
SAT 23/5/2020 - LGU, Putting
31 A Volmuller, 33 A Hay, D Tahuri, 34 B Anderson
Pak'Save Nearest the Pin I Henricksen
Eastern bay Towing Longest Putt A Gardner
WED 27/05/2020 LGU, Nett
71 V Barr, 72 M Johnston, J Jacobsen, 75 J Ingle, S Ker, B Anderson, J Gordon, 76 M
Hanright, A Barr, S McLaverty
Bin Inn Nesrest the Pin: M Corbitt
McLaverty's Longest Putt J Crawshaw
Hall & Harper Most Golf B Perkinson
PLAYER OF THE WEEK: V Barr
MEN
28/5/2020 ProShop Haggle
43 A Wahapango, 40 R Barker, R May, 38 K Gundersen, D Steel, 37 J Ferrier, E Maui, D
McEwan, 36 B Dunn, J Crawshaw, 35 J Cole, M Ruegg, D Gardner, J Scott, J Ruegg, K
Harper, A Shaw, P McEwan, 34 L Ramsay, P Coates, S Kingi, T Jones, J Needham, D
Young, R Revell, B Foster
TWO'S: K Gundersen (2), D McEwan, L Ramsay, B Dunn, K Hahipene, B Willetts

REMEMBER THAT IS WEEKEND IS A PUBLIC HOLIDAY WEEKEND, SO
ENJOY YOUR MONDAY OFF. (I know I will!)
9H LADIES - your draw for Tuesday is in the Beacon,
9H MEN - Tuesday is your Duck Day, so come prepared for that. (Sid sets up the
course that they have to 'shoot at the ducks not the hole' Too funny)

VETS - Your Matchplay draw is on DotGolf.
The weather looks garbage for some of the weekend, so I hope it doesn't stop you doing
the things you want to do.
I know some of our members are taking the long weekend to catch up with family that it
feels like forever since we have seen, so if you are travelling, please be safe. My Dad
always said he trusted us on the road, it was the other buggars he worried about, and
the older I get the more I realise how right he was.
That's about it for now,
Stay safe, stay warm and I'll catch you all next week.

